Shadow Divers – Test # 1

1-The Harbor Inn’s nickname:
   A-Hardware Inn
   B-Head On Inn
   C-Horrible Inn
   D-Horror Inn

2-Every 33 feet below a body of water’s surface the pressure increases by:
   A-three atmospheres
   B-four atmospheres
   C-three pounds
   D-one atmosphere

3-The boat captained by Nagle’s nemesis, Steve Bielenda:
   A-Yahoo
   B-Oahu
   C-Wahoo
   D-Seeker

4-John Chatterton’s nickname in Vietnam:
   A-Doc
   B-Chatter
   C-Mouse
   D-Lacko

5-Decompression sickness is also known as:
   A-the bends
   B-the shakes
   C-the dreads
   D-the clams

6-Richie Kohler was a member of this infamous group:
   A-Hell’s Angels
   B-Atlantic Wreck Divers
   C-Deepsea Detectives
   D-Seabees

7-The first objects Chatterton brought up from the sub wreck:
   A-plates
   B-bowls
   C-forks
   D-cups

8-The more advanced of the two kinds of torpedoes U-boats like U-869 carried in 1945:
A-"pattern" torpedoes  
B-Tomahawk torpedoes  
C-cruise torpedoes  
D-acoustic torpedoes

9-The most common U-boats of the German fleet:  
A-Type I  
B-Type IX  
C-Type V  
D-Type VII

10-The technique used to look for Feldman at the ocean bottom:  
A-arc sweeps  
B-sand dives  
C-quadrant lines  
D-sand sweeps

11-Of the four experts Chatterton wrote asking about Horenburg, three replied that he had in fact been killed in a U-boat:  
A-Off Africa  
B-Off Cuba  
C-Near England  
D-Near France

12-The research tool described as a daily chronology of underwater contact between Allied forces and enemy vessels believed to be submarines:  
A-ASW  
B-BdU KTBs  
C-ESFWD  
D-NHC

13-The substance that Cavalcante said U-851 had been loaded with by the ton:  
A-gold  
B-silver  
C-mercury  
D-copper

14-Advice that Richie Kohler received from a dive charter captain who’d known a U-boat crewman:  
A-look inside toilet tanks  
B-look inside silverware drawers  
C-look inside boots
D-look inside peacoats

15-Trimix is a mixture of oxygen, nitrogen and:
   A-argon
   B-helium
   C-neon
   D-carbon dioxide

16-Postwar navy assessors had upgraded the Gustafson's attack report on U-857 from "probably slightly damaged" to:
   A-probably sunk
   B-probably unharmed
   C-probably severely damaged
   D-probably misidentified

17-The name the divers took to calling the U-boat wreck before it was identified:
   A-Who-What
   B-U-Who
   C-U-What
   D-U-Blank

18-1942 operation in which U-boats came close enough to American shores to tune in American radio stations and smell the forest from their decks:
   A-Operation Pine Wood
   B-Operation East Coast
   C-Operation Drumbeat
   D-Operation Happy Time

19-The divers were able to determine the wreck was not U-158 due to the absence of a:
   A-periscope
   B-captain’s cabin
   C-torpedo
   D-deck gun mount

20-KTB refers to:
   A-the Soviet Union’s national security agency
   B-a prominent U-boat manufacturing plant
   C-the U-boat’s log
   D-the U-boat commander’s quarters